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We describe Telos, a language intended to support the development of information systems.
The design principles for the language are based on the premise that information system development is knowledge-intensive and that the primary responsibility of any language intended for
the task is to be able to formally represent the relevant knowledge. Accordingly, the proposed language is founded on concepts from knowledge representation. Indeed, the language is appropriate
for representing knowledge about a variety of worlds related to an information system, such as
the subject world (application domain), usage world (user models, environments), system world
(software requirements, design), and development world (teams, methodologies).
The paper introduces the features of the language through examples, focusing on those provided for describing meta-concepts that can then be used to describe knowledge relevant to a
particular information system. Telos' features include: an object-centered framework which supports aggregation, generalization and classi cation; a novel treatment of attributes; an explicit
representation of time; and facilities for specifying integrity constraints and deductive rules. Actual applications of the language are reviewed through further examples and a formalization of
the language is sketched.

1 Introduction
Language facilities have been a key vehicle for advances in software productivity since the introduction of assembler in the early '50s, the rst high level programming languages in the mid-50s, and
the languages supporting encapsulation/modularization in the 70's. But programming accounts
for only a small fraction of the total e ort and cost of producing a software system.
This paper describes a language that is intended to support software engineers in the development of information systems throughout the software lifecycle. This language is not a programming
language. Following the example of a number of other software engineering projects, our work
is based on the premise that information system development is knowledge-intensive and that
the primary responsibility of any language intended to support this task is to be able to formally
represent the relevant knowledge.1 Accordingly, the proposed language is founded on concepts

from knowledge representation [12]. Indeed, the language is viewed as a knowledge representation
language appropriate for representing knowledge about an information system. This viewpoint
leads to an eclectic approach on what mathematical concepts are relevant to software development
and a rationalization of why some notations are more signi cant than others.
How is a knowledge representation language di erent from other types of languages, such as
programmingor design languages, formal languages or natural languages? According to [12] (pages
xiv{xv):
In order to have an explicit knowledge base, a system must rely on some wellspeci ed language for encoding its beliefs. That role is played by a knowledge representation language. Beyond that, in just about all imaginable cases of interest, a
system will be concerned with more than just the literal set of sentences (or frames, or
production rules, or whatever) representing what it knows. A representation system
must also provide access to facts implicit in the knowledge base. In other words, a
representation component must perform automatic inferences for its user.
The ingredients then of a knowledge representation language include a (formal) notation, and
a deductive mechanism for drawing inferences from a body of statements (the knowledge base)
represented in that notation2. In addition, there is a need to assign some sort of \meaning" to
statements { the semantics of the notation; this meaning must be respected by the deductive
process. Finally, to be e ective in large projects, a knowledge representation language must o er
facilities to structure and organize the knowledge base.
See [47] for a survey of knowledge-based software engineering projects.
There is a tension between the increased \expressive power" of a notation { the ability to express certain facts
and make certain kinds of deductions { and the complexity of the computations involved.
1
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The language presented in this paper is called Telos3. Like any useful language, Telos has
been shaped by its subject matter. But what knowledge needs to be represented about an information system? To begin with, knowledge about the environment within which the system
will function and how the system is expected to interact with that environment. Second, the
kind of information the system will be expected to store and the meaning of that information
with respect to its intended subject matter. Third, knowledge about the design and implementation of the information system, which can be used during initial system development as well as
during system maintenance. Fourth, knowledge about design decisions that led to the particular
design/implementation, along with appropriate justi cations that relate these decisions to performance or other non-functional requirements. Finally, information on the development process
itself that led to the system, including the methodology used, the team of developers involved,
di erent system versions and the like. Our work is based on the premise that all this, and other,
knowledge about an information system is useful during its initial development, subsequent deployment and use, maintenance and reuse. This, rather ambitious, viewpoint is grounded in our
own experiences within the ESPRIT project DAIDA which is concerned with the construction of
a complete information system development environment [34].
To deal with these ideas, and to meet some of the goals of a good KR language, Telos provides
a number of novel facilities: representing and reasoning about (possibly incomplete) temporal
knowledge; particularly general forms of conceptual structuring mechanisms such as generalization
and classi cation; supporting linguistic extensions through the de nition of meta-attributes, in
order to cope with the multitude of subject matters. Also, Telos adapts concepts from deductive
databases [24] for query processing and integrity enforcement. In keeping with general principles
of good language design, attempts were also made to maintain uniformity and simplicity.
Telos has evolved from RML (a requirements modeling language developed in a doctoral dissertation by Greenspan [25]), and later CML (described and formalized in [52]). The major di erence
between RML and CML is that the latter adopts a more sophisticated data structure for representing knowledge, and supports the representation of complex temporal knowledge and the de nition
of meta-concepts. Telos, on the other hand, is a \cleaned-up" version of CML, both from a language de nition and an implementation perspective, which has been implemented and tested with
a variety of knowledge representation tasks related to information system development. It has
been used both in the LOKI and DAIDA projects and the section on applications of the languages
is based on those experiences.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents and motivates the basic features of
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From the Greek word  o& which means end; the object aimed at in an e ort; purpose.
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the language. In section 3, the nature and applications of metaclasses is investigated through
examples. Section 4 surveys some of the applications that have been considered in the context
of information system development. The formalization of Telos is reviewed in section 5, while
section 6 discusses related work. Finally, section 7 summarizes the contributions of the language
and suggests directions for further research.

2 Features of Telos
Telos provides facilities for constructing, querying and updating structured knowledge bases (KBs).
The operations TELL, UNTELL, and RETELL are o ered to extend or modify a KB while the operations RETRIEVE and ASK can be used to access it. This section introduces Telos and illustrates its
use.

2.1 Structured Knowledge Bases
A Telos knowledge base consists of structured objects built out of two kinds of primitive units:
individuals and attributes. Individuals are intended to represent entities (concrete ones such as
John, or abstract ones such as Person), while attributes represent binary relationships between
entities or other relationships. An important and distinctive feature of Telos is that individuals
and attributes are treated uniformly by the mechanisms for structuring a KB; they are collectively
referred to by the term \proposition".
Every attribute p consists of a source, a label and a destination, which can be retrieved through
the functions from(p), label(p) and to(p). An attribute proposition will be represented for
the moment by a 3-tuple, e.g., [Martin; age; 35].
Propositions (individual or attribute) are organized along three dimensions, referred to in the
literature as the aggregation, classi cation and generalization dimensions [31].
Structured/aggregate objects consist of collections of attributes that have a common proposition
as source. For example, the individual Martin may aggregate the cluster of propositions
{Martin, [Martin, age, 35], [Martin, homeAddr, `21 Elm Avenue'],
[Martin, workAddr, `10 King's College Road']}

This indicates, among others, that Martin has two (momentarily unrelated) attributes with labels homeAddr and workAddr, and values `21 Elm Avenue' and `10 King's College Road'
respectively. Attributes may also represent abstract relationships such as [Person, address,
GeographicLocation], intended to represent the concept of address relationships between persons and geographic locations.
3

The classi cation dimension calls for each proposition to be an instance of one or more generic
propositions or classes. Classes are themselves propositions, and therefore instances of other, more
abstract classes. In this way both Person and [Person, address, GeographicLocation] are
classes, with individual instances which are particular individuals and relationships respectively
(e.g., Martin and [Martin, homeAddr, `21 Elm Avenue']. Generally, propositions are classi ed
into tokens { propositions having no instances and intended to represent concrete entities in the
domain of discourse, simple classes { propositions having only tokens as instances, metaclasses {
having only simple classes as instances, metametaclasses, and so on. This classi cation de nes an
unbounded linear hierarchy of planes of ever more abstract propositions.
There are also !-classes with instances along more than one such plane. For example, the
class Proposition has all propositions as instances while Class has all generic propositions as
instances. Figure 1 shows the structure of the classi cation dimension, with sample propositions
at various levels.
Instantiation is treated as a form of weak typing mechanism: the classes of which a structured
object is an instance determine the kinds of attributes it can have and the properties it must satisfy.
For example, by virtue of being an instance of Person, Martin can have attributes that are instances of [Person, address, GeographicLocation]. Such attributes can have arbitrary labels,
such as homeAddr and workAddr, but their values must be instances of GeographicLocation.
Classes can be specialized along generalization or ISA hierarchies For example, Person may
have subclasses such as Professor, Student, and TeachingAssistant. The classes may form a
partial order, rather than a tree. Note that IsA hierarchies are orthogonal to the classi cation
dimension: all these classes could be instances of PersonClass. As discussed later, non-token
attributes of a class are inherited by more specialized ones, and inheritance is strict rather than
default.

2.1.1 Interacting with a Knowledge Base: An Example
Consider the problem of developing an Information System to support organizing international
scienti c conferences. As part of the requirements model, the designer needs to describe the
entities about which information will be maintained, such as papers, authors, conferences and the
like. The following TELL operation introduces an object to model a paper submitted to, say, an
IFIP World Congress [42]:
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Figure 1: A simple semantic net
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TELL TOKEN martian IN Paper WITH
author
firstAuthor: Stanley;
: LaSalle;
: Wong
title
:`The MARTIAN system'
END

This operation de nes a token with external identi er paper and several associated attributes4 .
The IN clause speci es the classes of which martian is an instance, while the WITH clause introduces
martian's attributes. For example, the rst attribute has label firstAuthor and is an instance of
an attribute class which has source Paper and label author (the latter is denoted by the attribute
category author). The second attribute has no external label and it is an instance of the same
attribute class; this attribute is going to acquire a system-generated label.
Continuing with the requirements model, we can use TELL to de ne generic concepts which
determine the database schema. Thus, the class Paper (which is an instance of the built-in class
SimpleClass) has associated a number of attribute classes:
TELL CLASS Paper IN SimpleClass WITH
attribute
author: Person;
referee: Person;
title: String;
pages: 1..100
END

As indicated earlier, a class de nition prescribes the attributes that can be associated with its
instances: martian can have author, referee, title and page attributes because it is an instance of some class (i.e., Paper) that has attribute classes using these labels. Moreover, [martian,
firstAuthor, Stanley] is an instance of [Paper, author, Person] in exactly the same sense
that martian is an instance of Paper.
Once Paper has been de ned, one can introduce specializations, such as InvitedPaper using
the ISA clause of class de nitions:
4 Each Telos proposition has a unique internal identi er and zero or more external identi ers that can be used
in Telos expressions to refer to that proposition.
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TELL CLASS AcceptedPaper IN SimpleClass ISA Paper WITH
attribute
pages: 1..15
session: ConfProgrammeSession
END

inherits all attributes from Paper and adds a session attribute, to indicate the
programme session during which the accepted paper will be presented. It also re nes the restriction
on page length to indicate that published papers can only be up to 15 pages long.
A token may now be de ned which instantiates more than one of these classes. For example, if
we also have a class ReceivedFinalVersion of papers which have been received in camera-ready
form, we can add to martian additional information related to these aspects:
AcceptedPaper

TELL TOKEN martian

IN AcceptedPaper, ReceivedFinalVersion WITH

session
: applicationsI
dateReceived
: 1989/2/3
END

Note that martian can have attributes \induced" by the attribute classes of AcceptedPaper and
ReceivedFinalVersion. In the case of an attribute appearing in both classes, the value must be
consistent with both class de nitions.
Concerning the interaction of subclass and instance-of hierarchies, we have, as usual, that
instances of a class are also instances of its superclasses. In other words, if A ISA B and C IN
A, then C IN B. For representational structures that fully support classi cation (and therefore
o er the dimension illustrated in Figure 1) the reader may wonder whether A ISA B and B IN C
implies A IN C. For Telos, this implication is not supported because there seem to be cases where
it is unwarranted. Consider, for example, the binary relations Spouse and Wife. Obviously Wife
ISA Spouse and Spouse IN SymmetricRelation. However, we do not want to conclude here that
Wife IN SymmetricRelation.

2.2 Representation of Temporal Knowledge
Most application domains are not static: they exhibit a history of changes through time. A Telos
model of a domain captures the full history of its evolution, rather than just the latest snapshot. For this, Telos adapts a framework for representing and reasoning with temporal knowledge
7

proposed in [2]. This representation is based on the notion of an time interval, where seven exclusive temporal relations (equals, meets, before, overlaps, during, starts, ends) and
their inverses are used to characterize all possible relationships of two intervals on a linear time
line. Thus, in contrast to temporal databases [50], Telos can represent incomplete information
about time, e.g., a paper having been submitted sometime before 1989/2/2. Telos' modi cations
of this approach include (i) slight changes to the de nitions of the thirteen temporal relationships, mostly dictated by language design considerations; (ii) incorporation of temporal constants,
such as conventional dates and times (e.g., 1988/12/7 denoting December 7, 1988), semi-in nite
intervals having conventional dates or times as one endpoint (e.g., 1986/10/25..*), the in nite
interval Alltime and the special interval Now denoting the current system time; (iii) restricting
the power of temporal assertions that can be told to the system.
With such a framework on hand, it is possible to represent temporal information as shown by
the following revised de nition of martian:
TELL TOKEN martian IN Paper ( at 1986/10..* ) WITH
author
firstAuthor: Stanley ( at 1986/10..* );
: LaSalle ( at 1987/1..* );
: Wong ( before 1987/5 )
title
: `The MARTIAN system'
END

This operation introduces the token martian in the knowledge base (we suppose it was not there
already). The IN clause makes martian an instance of the class paper for an unbounded time
interval starting October 1986. Similarly, the WITH clause asserts that Stanley is the rst author
of martian during the interval 1986/10..*, LaSalle is an author during the interval 1987/1..*
while Wong was an author for some time before May 1987 (but we do not know the exact time).
The corresponding attribute propositions (now 4-tuples) are shown below.
[martian, firstAuthor, Stanley, 1986/10..*]
[martian, ..., LaSalle, 1987/1..*]
[martian, ..., Wong, T32]

Henceforth, every attribute proposition p has a duration component which can be accessed with
the expression when(p).
The history of the application domain can be modeled by augmenting KB facts with a history
8

time i.e., an interval representing the time during which these facts are true in the application

domain. History time is useful not only for tokens but also for generic propositions: for example,
the de nition \personal deduction" in an Income Tax Act, may only apply for this year.
A KB records essentially the beliefs of the system, which may be distinct from the actual state
of the world at that time. So, for example, the title of a paper might have been changed in March,
but the KB is only told of it in May. Or we may make a correction to some previously told fact.
Just like it represents the full history of an application domain, Telos also records the full history
of its beliefs. For this reason, Telos represents belief times; these are intervals associated with every
proposition in the knowledge base, which commence (technically speaking costart) at the time
when the operation responsible for the creation of the corresponding proposition was committed.
All belief time intervals are assumed to be semi-in nite until the system is informed otherwise.
So, once the system has been TELLed something, it keeps believing it, until it is explicitly required
to revise its beliefs. The operations UNTELL or RETELL (see section 2.5) will cause precisely such
belief revision. Thus, system beliefs \persist" until they are explicitly revised. Similar facilities
have been proposed by [50] for temporal databases.
The syntax of the language, illustrated by the above example, is restricted in the sense that
it only allows a single temporal relationship to appear in each of the temporal components of a
given de nition. This is in contrast with Allen's original framework where sets of relationships
were allowed between time intervals (e.g., PaulsDateOfBirth (before during) 1975 in order
to express further kinds of incomplete knowledge. Thus, after a series of de nitions such as
that for martian, in Telos two intervals t1, t2 are either unrelated (i.e., any of the thirteen
temporal relationships may hold between them) or are related through exactly one relationship.
The reasons for this expressive retreat are strictly pragmatic: verifying the consistency of a network
of temporal relations for Allen's algebra is NP-hard, as is computing all the consequences of a
network. However, reasoning with certain subsets of the framework, including the one adopted
here, is tractable [55].

2.3 Rules and Constraints
A typed rst order assertion sublanguage is o ered as means for specifying integrity constraints
and deductive rules. Well-formed formulas of this language are special objects in the Telos ontology
and are allowed to appear quoted as attribute values of propositions. For example, the integrity
constraint of the de nition below ensures that an author cannot referee her own paper, while the
deductive rule states that an author address is also a reply address.
9

TELL CLASS Paper IN SimpleClass WITH
integrityConstraint
:$

(8y=Person)
(y 2 this:author =) :(9t=Time) y 2 this:referee [at t])

$

deductiveRule
:$

(8x=Paper)(8z=Address)
(z 2 x:author:address =) z 2 x:replyAddress)

$ (at Alltime)

END

Note that deductive rules are constrained to be in a simple form to improve eciency: the antecedent of the rule must be a conjunction of atomic formulas and the consequent must be a single
positive atomic formula.
The assertion language is naturally integrated with the existing framework by treating Telos
classes as ranges for quanti ers. From a computational point of view, this choice o ers some of
the advantages associated with sorted logics [22]. The following functions manipulate attributes
and their values:

 The dot function x.l

[r1 t1]

 The hat function x^l

[r1 t1]

 The bar function x|l

[r1 t1]

evaluates to the set of values of the attributes of proposition
x which belong to the attribute class labeled l during intervals which are in relation r1 with
t1.
evaluates to the set of values of the attributes of proposition
x with label l during an interval which is in relation r1 with t1.

evaluates to the set of attribute propositions with source x
which are instances of the attribute class labeled l during intervals which are in relation r1
with t1.

 The exclamation mark function x!l

evaluates to the set of attribute propositions
with source x, label l and duration which is in relation r1 with t1.
[r1 t1]

The time constraint in the above functions are optional: if they are absent, appropriate defaults
are adopted by the system. Figure 2 shows the situation for the example in section 2.2. Finally, the
special identi er this is used as follows: an assertion (this) de ned on class C is an abbreviation
for (8x=C)(x).
Rules and constraints can be given history time intervals like any other attribute values, corresponding to periods during which the assertions hold in the knowledge base. Rules and constraints
can also refer to history time explicitly. Integrity constraints must also be given a belief time:
10

martian.author [during 1987/1] = {Stanley, LaSalle}
martian.author [before 1988] = {Stanley, LaSalle, Wong}

Figure 2: Examples of the use of the dot function
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the time period during which the beliefs of the system are constrained. For example, if the above
operation was processed on December 5, 1988, the integrity constraint included would enforce in
every belief state after December 5, 1988 that no instance of the class Author can be an author
and a referee of the same paper5 . These features can be exploited for activating and de-activating
rules and constraints during certain times. In this way, we get facilities similar to triggers or
deamons of active databases.

2.4 Querying the Knowledge Base
Telos o ers the operations RETRIEVE and ASK for querying the knowledge base. RETRIEVE uses only
temporal and structural information to answer queries, while ASK uses all the knowledge available.
RETRIEVE is a much more ecient operation, since only a few built-in inferences (e.g., inheritance)
are performed. Both operations can be used either to prove that a closed formula of the assertion
language follows from the knowledge base, or to nd the propositions in the knowledge base that
make a given formula true.
ASK
ASK

: LaSalle 2 martian:author [ over 1988] BELIEVED at 1989=1=1
x=Author : x 2 martian:author TRUE at 1987 BELIEVED at 1989=1=1

For example, when the above queries are evaluated against the current knowledge base, the system
returns yes and fStanley, LaSalleg respectively.
Queries can refer to history time explicitly (e.g., rst query above). Alternatively, the optional
clause TRUE can be used to provide default history time for all unquali ed atomic formulas in the
query. The BELIEVED clause identi es the belief times which are of interest to the user. When it
is not present, the belief time is assumed to be Now (i.e., the currently held beliefs are queried).

2.5 Updating the Knowledge Base
The operations UNTELL and RETELL allow one to update the system's beliefs about certain historical relationships. As indicated already, updated information is not explicitly deleted from the
knowledge base. Instead, the belief time intervals associated with such updated information are
terminated.
The UNTELL operation can be used to specify that some of the instantiation, specialization,
or attribute relationships of a proposition no longer hold. Suppose, for example, that Stanley
5 Since no belief time is given for this integrity constraint, it is assumed that it constrains every belief state of
the system from the time it was processed and on.
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changed his mind about authoring the Martian system on November 20th, 1986 and no longer
wants his name associated with the paper. The following operation e ects this update:
UNTELL martian

WITH

author
: Stanley ( at 1986/11/20..? )

As a consequence, if this operation was processed on December 9, 1989, its e ect is to make
the system believe as of December 9, 1989 that Stanley ceased being an author of martian on
November 20, 1986 (though it remembers him as an author in earlier belief states). Now the
answers to the queries
=
:
x=Author :

ASK x Author
ASK

2 martian:author TRUE at 1986=11=19 BELIEVED at 1989=12=10
x 2 martian:author TRUE at 1986=11=21 BELIEVED at 1989=12=10

x

will be fStanleyg and the empty set respectively.
The RETELL operations amounts to a database update and can be semantically treated as
the composition of an UNTELL and a TELL operation. Through RETELL, the user can specify, for
instance, that somebody's address changed.

3 Model Extensions Through Metaclasses
Compared to other semantic models or knowledge representation languages, Telos appears to
provide few features for capturing the semantics of applications. This section is intended to
illustrate that additional structure can be introduced for particular categories of propositions
through the mechanisms already o ered by Telos. The rst-class status of attributes and the
ability to de ne attribute classes and metaclasses plays a particularly important role. Our point
is that a relatively sparse framework can be used to accomplish a great deal.
Let us consider again the IFIP Conference example. Conference organization involves many
di erent kinds of documents, including various classes of papers, letters, announcements, memos
and the like. To de ne common properties that various document classes have, we may want
to introduce attribute metaclasses which support grouping of document attributes according to
their semantic, deductive or other properties. One way to introduce these attribute metaclasses
is through the metaclass DocumentClass:
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TELL CLASS DocumentClass

IN MetaClass

WITH

attribute
source: AgentClass;
content: SimpleClass;
destination: AgentClass;
typicalTurnaroundTime: TimePeriod IN SimpleClass
END

In this example, source, content and destination are labels of attribute metaclasses which
may be instantiated for DocumentClass instances6 . In this case, their e ect is to group together
semantically similar attributes, such as the attributes that describe the content of a document (e.g.,
title, abstract, keywords, text and so on) or the destination of a document (zero or more recipients,
location/aliation of the destination(s) and so on). The attribute label typicalTurnaroundTime
speci es a typical value for the length of time it takes for a document to be prepared and sent
to its destination (say, one day for a letter, one month for a paper). Note that instances of
typicalTurnaroundTime are tokens and represent speci c facts about their generic sources. Other
DocumentClass attributes, on the other hand, indicate the kinds of (attribute) classes that may be
associated with a document class. DocumentClass may also have arbitrary constraints expressed
through assertions on its instances { document classes, such as Paper or Letter. Thus, metaclasses
constitute an important facility in the de nition of generic objects, one that cannot be simulated
by the use of the generalization hierarchy.7
The de nition of the class Paper might now be re ned as
TELL CLASS Paper IN DocumentClass WITH
source
author: Person
content
title: String
...
turnaroundTime
: 4weeks
END

To help the reader, we use identi ers ending with \-Class" for metaclasses.
The grouping of conceptually related attributes illustrated above could also have been accomplished by the
introduction of generalization hierarchies for attributes themselves, as in KL-ONE: title, abstract, etc. are more
specialized roles than content. However, as we shall soon see, attribute classes provide additional facilities | such
as abbreviating constraints | that cannot be achieved by attribute hierarchies.
6
7
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Here, the attribute (class) [Paper, author, Person] is an instance of [DocumentClass, source,
SimpleClass], in a similar way that [martian, firstAuthor, Stanley] is an instance of [Paper,
author, Person]. Thus attribute metaclasses can be thought of as categories for generic attributes associated with a class.
As another example of use of attribute metaclasses, consider constraints on attribute values
which are built-in in several semantic data models. One such constraint, let us call it the Single
constraint, restricts an attribute to (at most) a single value. To de ne it, we introduce the attribute
metaclass Single whose instances are singleton attribute classes8 .
TELL CLASS Single
COMPONENTS [Class, single, Class]
IN AttributeClass, MetaClass WITH
integrityConstraint
:$

(8u=Single)(8p; q=Proposition)
(p in u ^ q in u ^ from(p) = from(q) ^
when(p) overlaps when(q) =) p = q) $

END

Literally, the above assertion states that for every instance of Single, say u (that is an attribute
class), there are no two distinct instances p and q (these are attribute instances) with common
source and overlapping times. Once this class has been de ned, it can be exploited, through
instantiation, to constrain the attributes of any other class, such as Paper:
single
title: String

If now martian is an instance of Paper, with a title speci ed by
title
:`The Martian system'

then the constraint in Single refers to attribute propositions like
[martian, ..., `The MARTIAN system']

which are instances of [Paper, title, String], and decrees that there cannot be two such
propositions with identical sources. Figure 3 illustrates the situation.
8

The clause COMPONENTS gives the source, label and destination of this attribute class.
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Figure 3: The constraint Single on attribute title
Similarly, one can de ne an attribute metaclass Necessary whose integrity constraint assures
that each instance of some class for which the attribute is necessary, has at least one value for
that attribute [40].

3.1 Talking about Assertions
To increase the extensibility of the language, we provide a way to talk about assertions. The
resulting technique allows meta-level reasoning and is very powerful; we have however exploited
this power only in de ning attribute metaclasses.
We introduce the predicate Holds which is true whenever its argument is an assertion that
follows from the KB. Recall that assertions appear in the KB, quoted, as parts of propositions:
[Paper; : : :; \(8x=Paper)(8y=Person) : ::"; Alltime]:
In the de nition of metaclasses, it is often useful to have constraints and rules which refer
to formulas of the assertion language. Let us assume, for example, that we want to de ne an
attribute metaclass PreCondition and use it for specifying preconditions for certain activities.
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TELL CLASS PreCondition
COMPONENTS [Class, preCondition, Assertion]
IN AttributeClass, MetaClass WITH
integrityConstraint
:$

(8p=PreCondition)(8Obj=Proposition)(8t=Time)
(Obj in from(p)[ at t] =) (9HTime=Time)(HTime overlaps t) ^
Holds(to(p)))) $

END

This attribute class constrains its instances to have destination components that are open assertions which follow from the knowledge base when their special variable Obj is bound to an instance
of the class they are associated with and HTime is bound to an interval which overlaps the lifetime
of this instantiation9.
Open assertions can have at most two free variables, Obj and HTime, intended to be bound
respectively to a proposition (the subject of the assertion) and a history time10. Suppose then
that the user speci es:
TELL CLASS Conference IN ConfEntityClass WITH
attribute
budget:

Money

preCondition

:

:$ Obj budget

 10000 [ at HTime]

$

END

This operation de nes the class Conference and asserts the proposition
[Conference; : : :; \Obj:budget  10000 [at

]"; :::]

HTime

in the knowledge base. This proposition becomes an instance of Precondition. Now the above
integrity constraint will be satis ed if every time an instance of Conference is constructed, its
budget value exceeds $10,000. Analogous de nitions can be given for other attribute metaclasses
such as PostCondition, ActivationCondition and Invariant with obvious semantics [40].
In general, our language enables us to de ne metaclasses which represent concepts that are
appropriate for a particular application domain. For instance, if it is deemed that the concept
9 Note that t overlaps t implies that t startsbefore t , in addition to the implication that the two intervals
have a common subinterval.
10 This binding is achieved through quanti cation in the constraint or rule which refers to the open assertion.
0

0
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of activity is useful for modeling conferences, we may want to adopt SADT's11 notions of input,
output and control, referring to entities that are consumed, produced or used without state change
by an activity:
TELL CLASS ActivityClass IN MetaClass WITH
attributes
agent:

AgentClass;

input:

EntityClass;

output:
control:
part:

EntityClass;
EntityClass;

ActivityClass

integrityConstraint

(8p=Proposition)(8x=Token)(8t1=Time)
(p in thisjinput ^ x in from(p)[at t1] =)
(9q=Attribute)(9t2=Time)(q in p ^
to(q) in to(p)[at t2] ^ t2 overlaps t1)) $;

inputExists:$

outputCreated:
controlRemains:

...
...

(8p=Proposition)(8x=Token)(8t1=Time)
(p in thisjpart ^ x in from(p)[at t1] =) (9q=Attribute)
(9t2=Time)(q in p[at t2] ^ from(q) = x ^ t2 during t1)) $;

partDuringWhole:$

partInputConsistency:
partOutputConsistency:

...
...

END

The inputExists constraint checks that inputs exist at the start of an activity and cease to be instances of their respective input types before the end of an activity. Likewise, the partDuringWhole
constraint declares that components of an activity occur during the activity. Note that RML too,
[25], o ers the notion of activity de ned above. However, RML has these notions built-in and is
therefore less adaptable to applications where these notions need slight or major changes. Suppose
that one wishes to base requirements modeling on the notion of role rather than that of activity,
following [43]. For RML such a change of perspective amounts to a total discard. For Telos it
simply means that a di erent set of individual and attribute metaclasses needs to be de ned.
Speci c activities can now be modeled in the intended application domain.
11
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A nal example of a useful attribute metaclass is Rep. It can be used to constrain two classes
to have isomorphic extensions.
TELL CLASS Rep
COMPONENTS [Class, rep, Class]
IN AttributeClass, MetaClass WITH
integrityConstraint
:$

(8x=Proposition)(x in from(this) =)
(9!p=Proposition)(p in this ^ x = from(p)))
^ (8y=Proposition)(y in to(this) =)
(9!p=Proposition(p in this ^ y = to(p))) $

END

In the above de nition \9!" stands for \there exists unique". Thus if
[ConferenceOrganization, ..., ConfRecord, ...]

is an instance of Rep, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the instances of the two
classes (though corresponding instances need not have identical time intervals). Rep is useful for
expressing accuracy and completeness requirements on the contents of an information system, as
we will see in the following section.

4 Representing Knowledge About Information Systems
After obtaining a basic understanding of Telos, we can now look at its application in developing
knowledge bases about software. In particular, we present examples of using Telos in describing
and then applying a rather powerful metamodel for knowledge relevant to the development of
information systems.
Traditionally, database engineering has made the (tacit) assumption that an information system is supposed to capture some excerpt of world history, and hence has concentrated on modeling
(i.e., \capturing information about") the application domain. This practice provides an answer
of sorts to the fundamental question \What does the information handled by my system mean?".
Unfortunately, it also tends to draw attention away from a number of equally fundamental questions, concerning other types of knowledge about an information system. The section begins with
a basic taxonomy of distinct \subworlds" about which knowledge needs to be recorded during
the development of an information system. The distinction between the di erent subworlds is
illustrated with de nitions drawn from the IFIP Conference example [42].
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 The subject world is the domain about which the proposed information system is to provide

information; this world may be an organizational environment, say a department store, or
something completely di erent, say a world of chemical experiments or geopolitical games.
Consequently, the set of appropriate concepts for representing this world may vary considerably. For the purposes of our running example, the proposed information system does
maintain information about an organizational setting. The notions of activity and entity will
be assumed to be appropriate for modeling such a world.

 The system world includes speci cations at di erent levels of implementation detail on what

the information system does. The nature and the number of speci cation levels depends
on the development methodology adopted. For instance, the levels may include functional
requirements, conceptual designs and implementations. For each level, appropriate concepts
need to be de ned and made part of the system world metamodel. To keep our running example (somewhat) manageable, we limit the discussion of system world modeling to functional
requirements only. As part of the system world, one may want to prescribe correspondences
between the information maintained by the information system and the intended subject
world. It might be speci ed, for instance, that the system's record of conferences is complete (for every conference, there is an entry in the system's records) and accurate (there are
no entries in the system's records that do not correspond to an actual conference) through
the use of attribute metaclasses such as Rep.

 The usage world describes the environment within which the system is embedded. Such

descriptions often take the form of input/output relationships, but may also include the
di erent classes of (end) users of the intended system or the kinds of interfaces supported by
the system (represented, to a rst approximation, as activities having the system and one or
more users as co-agents). The usage world may also include descriptions of the organizational
environment within which the system will function, including oce procedures. Advanced
usage worlds may even include user modeling, e.g., what does each class of users know about
the subject and system worlds, how often do they use the system, and the like.

 The development world focuses on the entities and activities which arise as part of the de-

sign process itself. These would include the composition of the design team, responsibilities
of each team member, design decisions, development tools, supporting documentation, etc.
For example, there may be a standard procedure by which an existing version of the conference management system is adapted to the needs of a speci c conference, using a speci c
development team hired by IFIP and a speci c software development environment.
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Figure 4: Knowledge about Information Systems
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One of the obligations of a knowledge representation system is to provide guidance on the
organization of the knowledge at hand as well as the process to be used by the knowledge engineer
to build up his knowledge base. Figure 4 illustrates the basic \worlds" as well as the kinds
of knowledge that might relate them. The rest of the section illustrates features of Telos by
suggesting possible ontologies for each of the above worlds, and occasionally instantiating it for
the IFIP domain. We emphasize that the discussion in this section is intended to illustrate the
exibility of Telos in modeling drastically di erent worlds, a exibility derived primarily from its
classi cation dimension and the treatment of attributes. Nevertheless, the examples presented are,
in fact, based on actual application of Telos, mostly in the context of ESPRIT project DAIDA,
where a complete prototype environment for information systems engineering was constructed,
generally following the approach outlined here [34].

4.1 The Subject World
An essential aspect of information system development is the characterization of the domain about
which information will be maintained { a characterization which needs to be explicitly recorded.
A number of di erent general approaches could be followed in gathering and recording this information, including Structured Analysis, Entity-Relationship-Activity, etc. These approaches can
be de ned within Telos. We could even extend them with concepts about a particular application
domain, e.g., accounting systems, to cover the use of standard requirements. Some real-world experiences with domain modeling have been gained with a commercial implementation of an early
Telos version [29].
For an example, we continue with the de nition of a subset of the notions of RML [25] begun
in section 3. As indicated earlier, RML's basic structures are loosely based on SADT [49]; this
was motivated in part by the idea of using SADT as a graphical road map which sketches the
requirements model before lling in the more formal semantic details. RML provides the three
basic mechanisms of Activities, Entities, and Assertions. Since the latter are already available in
the Telos kernel, we need to concern ourselves only with activities and entities. The de nition of
ActivityClass presented in the previous section can be used as is. The de nition of EntityClass
follows:
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TELL CLASS EntityClass IN MetaClass WITH
attribute
producer, consumer:
part, association:

ActivityClass;
EntityClass

integrityConstraint

(8x=Proposition)(x in this =)
(9y=Proposition)(9p; q=Attribute)(y in this:producer ^
from(p) = y ^ to(p) = x ^ p in q ^ q in y:output)) $

producedByProducer :$

END

Every instance of an entity class is produced by a producer activity. Note the (pleasing) duality
between entities and activities, initially o ered in SADT.
Since entities and activities per se can be seen as fundamental concepts in describing human activities, and hence will appear in the other subworlds, we will in fact use the generalization hierarchy to place EntityClass and ActivityClass in ISWorldClass, rather than just
SubjectWorldClass. Returning to conference organizing, one can then start modeling the domain
by considering speci c classes of entities and activities, such as the following.
TELL CLASS SubmittingAPaper IN ActivityClass WITH
output
sentIn: PaperSubmitted;
submissionLetter: Letter
input
prepared: PaperWritten
control
sender: Person;
recipient: Person;
conference: Conference
integrityConstraint
samePaper: $ this.prepared = this.sentIn $;
submissionOnTime: $ when(this) before this.conference.deadline $;
rightRecipient: $ this.recipient = this.conference.programChair $
END
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TELL CLASS Paper IN EntityClass WITH
producer
paperwriting:

Writing

consumer
submitting:

SubmittingAPaper

part
title:

String;

pages:

1..12

association
author:

Author;

conference:

Conference

deductiveRule
rightconference :
$ c

2 this:submitting:conference =) c 2 this:conference $

END

In the DAIDA project, Telos-based subject world ontologies have been used to build graphical
frontends for requirements engineering which give the developer well-known visualizations such as
SADT diagrams but have a precise formal background. This formal background can be further
exploited to integrate other views of the same information system (e.g., Entity-Relationship).

4.2 The System World
One possible view of an Information System is as a world with its own speci c entity and activity
classes { often called data and transactions. An important speci c characteristic of information
systems that their data and activity classes are often related to objects and activities in the subject
world.
Continuing our example, we use a set of system classes that follows the style of Taxis [39].
System activity classes are called transactions and can have only data classes (a special kind of
entity classes) as inputs and outputs. In de ning the representation relationship, we leave a lot
of room for design decisions; for example, data classes can either represent subject world entities
(e.g., data about referees and referees themselves), or traces of subject world activities (e.g., a class
AuthorKitMailReceipts tracking the activity of mailing out forms to authors), or a mixture.
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TELL CLASS TransactionClass ISA ActivityClass WITH
attribute
input, output: DataClass
rep
activitybytransaction: ActivityClass
END
TELL CLASS DataClass ISA EntityClass WITH
attribute
producer, consumer: TransactionClass
rep
activitybydata: ActivityClass;
entitybydata: EntityClass
END

Given this speci cation context, one can now start de ning the model of the data base at the
semantic level, by de ning a variety of subclasses of DataClass and TransactionClass. This
process is suciently familiar that we will not detail it further here.

4.3 The Usage World
The usage world model is intended to describe the man-machine interactions supported by the
information system and the context within which they take place. Depending on the kind of
usage environment, such models have been investigated in oce research, computer-integrated
manufacturing and similar elds of study which involve the integration of information technology
with its environment.
A natural description of the usage world can also be given in terms of activities and entities.
In fact, subject and usage world have not been traditionally distinguished. Although this is
not the place to argue the issue in full, we believe that the distinction is evident in certain
domains: e.g., contrast the world of agriculture, involving farming, weather, produce, etc., and the
information management activities about farming which occur in the Department of Agriculture.
The distinction is crucial in clarifying various, potentially con icting needs that the information
system must ful l.
For the IFIP example, the subject world contains authors, paper submission, referees and the
like, whereas the usage model talks about oce sta and oce tasks such as writing acknowledgments or selecting referees. Additionally, the usage model can exploit the fact that usage activities
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(both manual ones and man-machine interactions) may be constrained by plans or bureucratic procedures that involve issues such as precedence, priority and security.
In modeling these aspects, we shall make use of the specialization abstraction in Telos. Usage
world activity classes are specialized activity classes for which an agent is known (it can be a
person, a system, or a team composed of both persons and systems) and which can be subject to
certain precedence constraints; also, usage world activities may have to satisfy goals set by their
supervisors, and these goals may in uence the representation mapping between subject world and
system world.
TELL CLASS UsageActivityClass ISA ActivityClass WITH
attribute
agents:

AgentClass;

supervisor:
precedes:
goals:

UserClass;

UsageActivityClass;

Goals

integrityConstraint
precedence:
$

(8preclink=Proposition)(preclink in thisjprecedes =)
when(from(preclink)) before when(to(preclink))) $

END

TELL CLASS Goals ISA EntityClass END
TELL CLASS AgentClass IN MetaClass WITH
attribute
member: AgentClass
END

The representational relationships between system world and subject world can be related to
the usage world by qualifying these relationships with the goals followed when determining the
system requirements. These goals can be both functional (covering the functionality required by
the application domain) or non-functional (performance, accuracy, etc.). In Telos, this can be
accomplished quite easily by attribution of attributes, one of the unique features of the language:
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TELL CLASS TransactionClass!repbytrans IN Class!rep WITH
attribute
mappingGoal: Goals
END

The following is an example of one usage class de ned:
TELL CLASS WriteAcknowledgment IN UsageActivityClass WITH
output
letter:

Letter

control
sender:

Person;

recipient:

Person;

submission:

SubmittingAPaper

agents
letterprogram:

DesignTask1

supervisor
programChair:

Person

precedes
:

SendToReferees

integrityConstraint
chairperson:
$ this.submission.conference.programChair = this.programChair $;
rightpersons:

:

$ this sender

= this:programChair ^ this:recipient = this:submission:sender$;

acknowledgmentWithinAWeek:

(

)

$ when this

(

:

)+7

before when this submission

$

END

We do not detail the modeling of agents at this point. A more elaborate metamodel could
incorporate some basic cognitive constraints on agents which guide the activities they participate
in. It could also describe the organizational structure of agents, their access rights, etc. Telos
users have actually developed several such models, e.g., for purposes of security speci cation, for
a co-authoring system, for contract negotiation support in public construction projects, even for
modeling paradigm shifts in the history of natural science.
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4.4 The Development World
The development world sees the information system as a design object to be worked on. Typically,
the management of software development is organized in layers. Single-worker tasks involving
detailed knowledge about individual languages, methodologies, and tools are called programmingin-the-small. Tasks involving the negotiation and coordination of multiple programmers are called
programming-in-the-many. In between, object management tasks such as version and con guration
management are the domain of programming-in-the-large [48]. Here, we only sketch an in-thesmall and an in-the-many model.
In a Telos model used intensively throughout DAIDA [16] [33] programming-in-the-small is
understood as a set of interrelated design decisions which transform design objects into other
design objects, supported by design tools. Design tools are modeled by the special kinds of design
decisions they support. Design goals are a special kind of design objects which provide a rationale
for design decisions.
TELL CLASS DesignObject ISA EntityClass END
TELL CLASS DesignGoal ISA DesignObject, Goals END

TELL CLASS DesignDecision ISA UsageActivityClass WITH
attribute
input: DesignObject;
output: DesignObject;
agents: DesignTool
goals: DesignGoal;
END
TELL CLASS DesignTool ISA AgentClass WITH
attribute
qualification: DesignDecision
END

For the IFIP example, a design decision could concern the choice of a particular standard
package for a task de ned in the system model. This could be led by the goal of saving development
costs, and could have been proposed by an outside consulting rm.
More generally, design decisions may involve the re nement of existing models, the mappings
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between various representational formalisms, the versioning of existing design objects, and the
con guration of complex systems from reusable components. In the DAIDA project, this model
has been used to formalize and manage the integration of multiple languages, methods, and tools
of the DAIDA environment [33]. The same model has also been used to represent a bootstrapping
process by which an implementation of the full Telos language was derived from a small kernel
[32].
To organize programming-in-the-many, we start from the concept of Agent introduced in the
Usage World. To this concept, we simply add a possibility that these agents can communicate
about design decisions according to some protocol.
TELL CLASS ConversationClass ISA UsageActivityClass WITH
attribute
content: DesignDecision
integrityConstraint
:$ size(this.agents) >= 2 $
END

The constraint says that any conversation model should foresee at least two kinds of roles for agents;
it can be satis ed by any message protocol that knows of senders and receivers, for example.
One possible instance of such a metamodel is Winograd's [56] conversation-for-action protocol.
The model below specializes the topics of conversation to be formal tasks in developing software
according to our in-the-small methodology. Note also the usage of multiple inheritance.
TELL CLASS Message IN ConversationClass WITH
agents
sender: ProjectMember;
recipient: ProjectTeam
END
TELL CLASS Response ISA Message WITH
attribute, necessary
reference:

Message

integrityConstraint

:
:
= this:recipient ^
this:reference:recipient = this:sender $

personsright:$ this reference sender

END
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TELL CLASS MappingRequest ISA Message WITH
content
mappingtask: MappingDecision
END

TELL CLASS MappingPromise ISA Response WITH
attribute, necessary
reference: MappingRequest
content, necessary
mappingtask: MappingDecision
integrityConstraint
taskright:
$ this.reference.mappingtask = this.mappingtask $
END

This excerpt covers the rst part of a conversation for action. The constraints say that, if
one partner promises a request put to him, this partner has (counter it or) to accept it exactly
as is. Conversation primitives such as Counter and Accept can be modeled in a similar fashion. In the Telos-based software information system, ConceptBase [21], the full model has been
implemented. The implementation has been applied to several software development examples,
including management of a large programming class. Figure 5 is a screendump from such a session;
the graphical browser documents the status of a subcontracting conversation between a designer
and a programmer concerning the redesign of a program.
The design of a sophisticated Telos-speci ed project management system which also takes into
account the proactive organization and reorganization of ill-structured projects is reported in [51].
ConceptBase also o ers a graphical \argument editor" which supports the real-time or asynchronous discussion within a distributed software development team [28]. This editor is based
on another instance of ConversationClass inspired by Toulmin's model [54], and is similar to the
gIBIS tool developed by MCC [17], with the important di erence that the topic of discussion is
formally known to the system. Initial application experiences indicate that such an editor may
be a valuable tool for recording the rationales of design decisions; formal experiments to evaluate
this claim are being prepared.
Note how the ConceptBase system associates di erent shapes and colors with the metaclasses
de ned above. In Figure 5, the agents are shown in white ovals, and the aggregation of messages
in a conversation is made explicit. The exibility of user-de ned metaclasses in Telos requires
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Figure 5: A contracting conversation between a designer and a programmer
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tools for interactively de ning such mappings between knowledge base objects and their graphical
representations. Formally, this mapping can be described by Telos deductive rules [32].

4.5 Discussion
In this section, we have proposed a multi-perspective approach to the representation of knowledge
about information systems. For space reasons, we could only brie y reference actual experiences
with using Telos for each of these perspectives and for their integration, gained by our own research
groups as well as by industrial partners and various outside users and students. These experiences
lead us to believe that a number of Telos features make it especially suitable for the task of
representing knowledge about information system development.
First, the by{now{standard approach of modeling a domain using objects related by attributes,
grouped into classes that are organized into subclass hierarchies, provides the usual bene ts of
organizing and abstracting information. The possibility of viewing classes as objects, themselves
grouped into (meta)classes, allows the description itself to be structured in useful ways, as in the
case of the di erent subworlds.
The treatment of attributes as rst-class objects has also proven very useful for two reasons.
It does not force us to commit ourselves at the point of rst de nition of an object how it is
going to be used since, e.g., new attributes can be associated with any Telos proposition. Further,
attributes of attributes can be the most compact and natural representation for structures such as
design dependencies (e.g., the dependency TransactionClass!repbytrans in the UsageWorld)
which have to be represented much more awkwardly in other languages. We have included in
the presentation a screendump to illustrate how the structural orientation of Telos, supported
by the uniform treatment of individuals and attributes, allows a graphical representation of the
knowledge base which can be usefully exploited in providing a nice user interface for developers. In
particular, hypertext-like interfaces are natural for semantic network-style representation schemes
[7], and allow developers to \navigate" through the knowledge base to explore its contents.
Finally, the explicit distinction between and availability of both domain-time and developmenttime in Telos allows not just historical reference in the subject world, but the ability to rationalize
chronologically the evolution of the software design { an important capability during software
maintenance, which is the most cost- and work-intensive part of the software life-cycle.
In summary, our experiments as well as initial experiences by other users have shown that Telos
elegantly covers many of the requirements for representing knowledge about information systems.
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5 Some Formal Aspects of the Telos System
A formal account of a new language concisely expresses the meaning of the various language
constructs in a thorough and organized manner. Indeed, with Telos, as with many other languages,
ambiguities and inconsistencies were discovered during the process of constructing a formal account
of the language. In addition, such an account can serve as point of contact between the language
designers, implementors, end-users and critics.
Following [13], we describe a Telos knowledge base in terms of its functional behaviour at the
knowledge level for operations such as TELL and ASK. A Telos knowledge base is described in
part (though not implemented) as a collection of (historical) rst-order theories, indexed by belief
times12. Intuitively, each one of these theories corresponds to the beliefs of the system during some
time period (the index of the theory). Knowledge base operations are then treated as functions
de ned over indexed theories, and other things. For details omitted in this section, see [37] and
[40].
Each historical theory is constructed in the following way: Start with a rst-order logic with
types augmented with axioms for isa, in, time entities, etc; each historical theory constructed will
be a theory in this logic. All such theories include a group of axioms which in some sense \de ne"
what is a well-formed knowledge base; in addition, every TELL operation introduces additional
axioms. Finally, ASK operations invoke certain default assumptions to provide answers to queries.
The formal account of this section o ers a proof theory as de nition of \consistency" and
\question-answering". By translating Telos expressions into a standard rst order logic, we get a
model theory as a bonus.

5.1 Initial Theory
5.1.1 The Target Language L
The language we use, L, is a rst order logic with equality, with the additional restriction that all
quanti ers have restricted ranges. The basic types/ranges of L are Proposition, Time and Class.

For any particular knowledge base, all class names appearing in it can also be used as ranges for
quanti ers. L also contains the following predicates and function symbols:

 The 5-place predicate symbol prop used to describe the components of every Telos proposi-

tion formally. The rst four arguments of prop are of type Proposition; the last argument
is of type Time.

12 Since belief times are constant, they can be represented by semi-open intervals of the form [a; b) or [a; +1),
where a and b are atomic point-like intervals { days in the discussion of the previous sections.
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 The 1-place function symbols from; label; to and when used to map propositions to their
components.

 The 3-place predicate symbols in and isa used to describe instances and subclasses respectively. The type of in is Proposition  Class  Time; the type of isa is Class  Class  Time.

5.1.2 Axioms
Time is axiomatized using Allen and Hayes' proposal [4], modi ed to re ect the Telos conventions.
Other axioms in our theory include: Axiom for proposition components:
(8p; x; y; z=Proposition)(8t=Time)(prop(p; x; y; z; t) =)
from(p) = x ^ label(p) = y ^ to(p) = z ^ when(p) = t)
Transitivity of IsA13:

(8p1; p2; p3=Class)(8t1 ; t2; t3=Time) (isa(p1 ; p2; t1) ^ isa(p2 ; p3; t2) ^
t3 = t1  t2 =) isa(p1 ; p3; t3 ))
Specialization Postulate: The extension of a class is a superset of the extension of any of its

subclasses.

(8p1; p2; p3=Proposition)(8t1 ; t2; t3=Time) (in(p1 ; p2; t1) ^ isa(p2 ; p3; t2) ^
t3 = t1  t2 =) in(p1 ; p3; t3))
The Instantiation Constraint: if proposition p1 is an instance of proposition p2 then from(p1 )

must be an instance of from(p2 ), to(p1 ) must be an instance of to(p2 ) and when(p1 ) must overlap
when(p2 ).
(8p1; p2=Proposition)(8t1 =Time)(instanceOf(p1 ; p2; t1) =)
(9t2 ; t3)(in(from(p1 ); from(p2 ); t2) ^ in(to(p1 ); to(p2 ); t3) ^
during(t1; t2) ^ during(t1; t3) ^ overlaps(when(p1 ); when(p2))))

5.2 Integrity Constraints and Deductive Rules
Integrity constraints and deductive rules are mapped into closed statements in the language L.
This mapping provides the semantics for the terms of the assertion language in Telos. As an
example, the following is the L statement corresponding to the deductive rule from section 2.3
13

The intersection of two time intervals t1 and t2 (i.e., the time period common to both) is denoted by t1  t2 .
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(8t=Time)(8x; y; z; w=Proposition)
(in(x; Paper; t) ^ in(y; Address; t) ^ author(x; w; t) ^
address(w; z; t) =) replyAddress(x; z; t))
where, in turn, a predicate such as author(x; y; t) corresponds to
(9p; l; t =Proposition)(in(p; author; t ) ^ prop(p; x; l; y; t)):
0

0

To make their processing tractable, rules are restricted to a \Horn" form: < antecedent >
=) < consequent >. The antecedent must be a conjunction of atomic formulas while the
consequent must be a single positive atomic formula. In addition, all the variables in the rule
must be universally quanti ed at the beginning of the formula.
Deductive rules are statements which are added to the appropriate historical theories and are
used by ASK for answering queries with respect to these theories. However, integrity constraints
are statements which must be satis ed: an integrity constraint is satis ed if it is consistent with
the completion of the corresponding historical theory14 . Otherwise, we say that the constraint is
violated.

5.3 A Functional Speci cation of the Telos System
A Telos knowledge base is characterized in terms of two sets KB and IC. These sets are sequences
of (historical) theories indexed by belief time intervals. As we mentioned earlier, each theory in KB
corresponds to the beliefs of the system during the time period which is the index of the theory. The
time periods are demarcated by the system clock time, and therefore form a contiguous sequence
up to the present time, Now. These beliefs are constrained by a theory in IC (with identical
index). Knowledge bases are modi ed and queried by the functions TELL; UNTELL; RETELL
and ASK. Only TELL and ASK are presented here. The TELL operation has the functionality:
TELL : KB  IC  O  Time ?! KB  IC
In addition to the objects being de ned (O), TELL looks at the last theory in the input
knowledge base, say KB (where n has the form [t; +1)), the corresponding set of integrity
constraints IC , the current system time, and produces a new knowledge base where the index
of KB and IC has been changed to [t; s), and a new theory KB[ + ) and an enhanced set of
integrity constraints IC[ + ) have been added. The new theories are produced by unioning KB
n

n

n

n

s;

s;

14

1

n

1

The completion of a knowledge base KB , denoted by KB , is de ned in the next section.
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(resp. IC ) with atomic formulas and deductive rules (resp. integrity constraints) corresponding
to the de nitions in O.
The TELL operation takes e ect only if the theories in KB[ + ) and IC[ + ) are consistent
and if all the integrity constraints in IC[ + ) are satis ed. Note that because we are in rst
order logic, the de nition of classes resembling Russel's paradox (\all classes not members of
themselves") simply leads to an inconsistent knowledge base. Users of Telos are therefore urged
to abide by the convention that only propositions at adjacent levels of the instantiation hierarchy
should be related by the predicate in.
ASK can be functionally understood as follows:
n

s;

s;

1

s;

1

1

ASK : KB  Query  Time ?! Answers
ASK operates on the historical theories in KB whose index overlaps the time period stated in
the BELIEVED clause of the query. Assume that there is exactly one such historical theory15. We
rst need to know the completion of that historical theory. The completion of a given theory is
computed using the following assumptions, inspired by [45]:
1. A \domain closure assumption", which states that the individuals known are all the ones
that exist, excluding time constants:
(8x=Proposition):Time(x) =) (x = c1 _ x = c2 _ : : : _ x = c ):
n

A separate domain comprehension axiom is given for time intervals.
2. The equality axioms (re exivity, commutativity, associativity and Leibnitz's principle of
substitution of equal terms).
3. The \unique names assumption", asserting that distinct constants are not equal. Note that
this is not asserted for temporal terms other than the ones representing standard intervals,
because in general two time intervals a and b are assumed to be equal if and only if equals(a; b)
is derivable.
4. The \completed theory assumption": to obtain negative information, we want to assume
that any facts about the base predicates isa; in; prop that cannot be derived from told facts
or deductive rules are false. For this purpose we use the restricted form of the deductive
rules to adopt a \predicate completion" technique such as considered in [45].
15

In the more general case, intersect the answers to the subqueries to each historical theory.
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Now if query is a closed historical query, i.e., it is of the form < jW > (where W is a rst
order statement) then

8
>> yes
>< no
ASK(KB ; query) = >
>> unknown
:
n

if KB j= W
if KB j= :W
if KB 6j= W
and KB 6j= :W
n

n

n

n

If query is an open historical query i.e., it is of the form < x1=1 ;    ; x = j W > (where W
is a rst order formula whose only free variables are x1; : : :; x ) then
n

n

n

8
<  if for every substitution  2 , KB j= W
ASK(KB ; query) = :
; if there is no substitution  such that KB j= W
i

n

i

n

n

5.4 Formalizing the Holds Relation for L
We provide here a brief formal account of the Holds predicate introduced in section 3.1.16 The
predicate was introduced to allow meta-atributes to impose additional constraints on the free variables Obj and HTime, which occur in formulas that will act as preconditions, activation conditions,
etc. These formulas must therefore be objects { they will appear as parts of propositions after all
{ and some form of \quotation" mechanism is needed for this purpose. However, once values from
the actual domain of discourse (propositions, times) are substituted for Obj and HTime, we want
the formulas to be \unquoted" and veri ed.
For this purpose we encode formulas in the base language L as abstract syntax trees (Prolog
terms or Lisp lists in pre x notation), assuming that for every logical and non-logical symbol of
L we have a corresponding constructor. Thus (8x)(P(x) ^ Q(x)) might be encoded as
ALL(X; AND(PRED(P; X); PRED(Q; X))):
If the former is called formula , then the latter is named de .
The result is a language L , in which quoted sentences from L are also objects. We can
give these sentences assertional power by setting up a simple predicate True, which represents
the standard model theoretic notion of truth (e.g., True(AND(A; B)) i True(A) and True(B),
while True(PRED(P; X)) i P(x).). Alternatively, we could de ne a predicate Provable, which
fomalizes some proof theory of the logic of L (as in [10]). Note that the special variables Obj and
0

16

We are indebted to Jim des Rivieres for clari cations.
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will not be quoted inside a formula, so that quanti ers outside Holds can keep them in
their scope.
As shown in [18], one avoids the paradoxes usually associated with this sort of encoding, by
the simple expedient of not allowing all formulas from L to be encoded in L , but only those in L.
We will want users to write formulas involving Holds, as illustrated by the case of PreCondition.
Such formulas are however not needed as arguments to True, so we will simply disallow them in
that position, e.g., by de ning
HTime

0

0

Holds(de ) () NoNesting(de ) ^ True(de )
Finally, for this construction to work properly it is necessary to have a canonical name (primitive or constructed) for every value in the domain of L { every value over which one can quantify.
This is not an issue for propositions, of which there is only a nite number. But time intervals
have been axiomatized according to [3], so we need some naming scheme for a countable space
of \canonical intervals". This can be accomplished, for example, by naming intervals with pairs
of integers. The actual intervals which appear in propositions are then existentially quanti ed,
and can be treated proof-theoretically according to the technique of [45]: as constants for which
the \unique name axiom" does not hold. This allows us to learn more information about them,
including the fact that some intervals are equal.

6 Related Work
Telos is fundamentally a knowledge representation language, albeit one that has been specially
crafted to facilitate the description of concepts related to the development of information systems.
Thus, it is reasonable to look for related work in three general areas: Arti cial Intelligence,
Databases and Software Engineering. In each case we will concentrate on closely related approaches
and in uences rather than attempt to survey entire subareas.
Telos is a language in the tradition of semantic networks. Its distinguishing marks over other
proposals is the treatment of attributes as rst-class objects, including the device of attribute instantiation, the integrated representation of temporal knowledge, and the parsimonious foundation
of the language resting on the single notion of \proposition".
The treatment of attributes was in uenced by [38] where \slots" are distinguished from \metaslots",
analogously to attribute classes and metaclasses. Telos' treatment of attributes can be considered
a generalization of this earlier e ort. Our choice of a temporal model based on intervals, rather
than time points has been in uenced by [2] and [55]. Of course, the nature of the temporal component of Telos was considerably complicated by all other features that need to coexist within
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one linguistic and conceptual framework: notationally (making sure that time does not get in
the way as the user ASKs and TELLs), semantically (the meaning of history and belief times), and
structurally (o ering time as a fourth dimension of knowledge organization in Telos) and, nally,
from an implementation viewpoint. To our knowledge, no full- edged knowledge representation
language provides facilities for time that are as tightly integrated into the overall representational
framework.
Finally, the integration of structural/organizational aspects of knowledge representation with
assertional/deductive parts, has been advocated and implemented in various forms in precursor
systems such as Omega [5], Cake [46] and Krypton [11]. These, and other so-called \hybrid"
systems, combine one or more special-purpose but ecient reasoners with a general deductive
mechanism in order to achieve better performance. For example, Krypton's terminologic component provides ecient reasoning about concept de nitions, which are then used by the assertional
component for theorem proving. Telos does not explicitly demarcate subsystems of di erent kinds;
in fact, Telos uses the object-centered nature of the representation mechanism to structure the entire knowledge base, by making individuals and concepts be syntactic anchors for both generic and
speci c facts, including formulas in the logical assertion language. On the other hand, reasoning
with time has been treated in a special way both in the language semantics and implementation,
and the distinction between constraints/rules and ask/retrieve point to the existence of distinct
ways of using what would otherwise be rst-order formulas.
Turning to Databases, the modeling of the application world has been the focus of much work
on semantic data models [31]. Telos continues in the spirit of this work by emphasizing the
importance of structuring mechanisms, including generalization, aggregation and classi cation,
which were rst identi ed in the context of data modeling. In fact, Telos goes further by applying
these ideas uniformly to attributes as well as individuals. The equal treatment of individuals and
relationships dates back to the Entity-Relationship model [15], but there are many di erences
between Telos and ER languages, including the presence of higher order (\meta") classes, and the
absence of n-ary relationships with built-in cardinality restrictions. The addition of a temporal
dimension is a further step in the evolution of conceptual models. The distinction between the
\clock" of the application world and that of the system administrators has also been made in the
work on temporal databases [50].
Object-oriented databases [20] are a recent development, which merge the semantic modeling
constructs with the notion of objects having an encapsulated internal state. They are particularly
useful for CAD applications, including providing database support for Software Engineering. For
example, the Cactis system [30] concentrates on the ecient management of derived data |
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objects can have local attributes de ned by functional formulas, and, interestingly, separates the
de nition of binary relationship classes from that of the object classes being related. This is
used to allow increased exibility in making changes in the schema, and resembles Telos' view
of class/individual de nitions as being nothing but convenient collections of propositions, rather
than monolithic wholes. The Telos implementation has not paid the same careful attention to
eciency of updates, but on the other hand it does support temporal reasoning, a full instance-of
hierarchy, and allows attributes as rst class citizens.
Interestingly enough, the database logic F-logic [35] also treats individuals and attributes in
a uniform way. Like Telos, it can express meta-queries such as \retrieve the set of all objects
which represent the labels de ned for a certain object". However, it does not support time and
does not o er an instantiation dimension (instead, it treats classes and instances as members of
the same lattice ordered by the \de nedness" ordering of denotational semantics). On the other
hand, F-logic o ers a more explicit notion of complex objects and a nice way of dealing with
inconsistencies.
The inferential aspects of Telos, especially the distinction between integrity rules and deductive
rules had been made by researchers in the eld of Deductive Databases [23]. However, Telos' assertion language is di erent from the FOL-based languages usually o ered in deductive databases,
and the propositional 4-tuple foundations of Telos are fully novel. The functional constructs in our
assertion language are reminiscent of similar constructs in the language COL [1] if the temporal
arguments are omitted.
Requirements modeling in Software Engineering is a third research area that has in uenced
the development of Telos. Following the pioneering work of [6], [14] and [25], a consensus seems to
have emerged that a requirements model should include a description of the application domain in
addition to a functional speci cation of the system itself, both expressed in an \object-centered"
framework. We have already discussed in this paper the close relationship between RML [25] and
Telos, while [9] discusses the relationship between RML and the work of [6] and [14].
In addition to RML, the ERAE method [26] also considers a formal embedding of the temporal
dimension into the requirements model, albeit using a temporal logic approach. Both ERAE and
PLEXSYS [36] consider the embedding of the system in its \usage world" but neither permits the
quali cation of the \rep(resents)" relationship which is possible in Telos.
More generally, the work on domain modeling for software reuse that began with [41] has
recently produced a number of languages and systems which are intended to capture a wide range
of information about software subdomains. A number of these systems, including the Lassie
software information system [19], and the Desire/Rose design recovery/reuse system [7] are built
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around languages which are explicitly based on AI knowledge representation techniques, such as
frame systems and connectionist networks.
There is an entire sub eld of formal software speci cations, and some approaches are in fact related to Knowledge Representation schemes (e.g., the Plan Calculus [46]). However, these schemes
are usually oriented towards the description of software components, and do not attempt to address
world modeling, nor the representation of software development knowledge.

7 Summary
The development, use and maintenance of information systems involves a great deal of knowledge.
We have classi ed this knowledge as concerning (at least) four distinct domains of discourse:

 the subject world, about which information will be stored in the information system;
 the usage world, consisting of the environment within which the information system will
eventually function;

 the system world, of the various incarnations of the information system itself, ranging from
non-procedural requirements speci cations to code; and

 the development world, of teams, development processes, design goals, schedules and decisions.

The knowledge involved is both generic { the kind one learns in courses at school { and speci c
{ having to do with a particular system. Moreover, it is essential for the development process to
accumulate information concerning the relationship between the above four worlds.
It seems intuitively clear that the ability to explicitly capture and manipulate these kinds of
knowledge can be helpful for many software engineering tasks (including requirements acquisition,
expert support for development, maintenance and sta training), and provides the basis for a
variety of computer tools to support these activities. These expectations have been con rmed by
our experience in the DAIDA project.
To support the above paradigm of knowledge-intensive software development, we need knowledge bases. This paper has shown how Telos can be used to build meta-models of the various
subworlds and software engineering activities involved in developing an information system, and
to populate these metamodels with speci cations of particular software environments and development projects.
Telos is an object-centered language which has a number of special features that have enhanced
its utility for maintaining a software knowledge base:
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 it supports the organization of knowledge built up from \atomic facts" through the use of
classi cation and generalization hierarchies;

 it is relatively easy to extend and customize with abbreviations by providing higher-order

classes, including attribute meta-classes; the syntax of \attribute categories" and the underlying simple framework of \propositions" are particularly useful;

 it supports evolving views of objects and a hypertext-style browsing interface, by treating
attributions as individuals;

 the consistency of the knowledge entered can be veri ed through constraint rules, and new
values can be inferred by triggering the evaluation of rules;

 a complete \longitudinal" view of various domains can be captured because of the powerful
yet tractable model of time which has been tightly integrated into the language;

 the evolution of the knowledge base can be recorded through the use of \belief" times
associated with facts, and this can be used to support software maintenance;

There have been three prototype implementations of the language, all in PROLOG, carried out
at the University of Crete [53], the University of Passau [21] and SCS Hamburg [29]. In addition to
the DAIDA project, the language was/is used in a number of research projects, including ESPRIT
projects LOKI [8], ITHACA [44] and MULTIWORKS [27], with generally positive feedback.
In a nutshell, the contribution of Telos lies in its adaptation of ideas from knowledge representation, deductive databases and requirements modeling languages in order to o er a language
that can be used to tackle a broader class of modeling tasks { arising from information system
development tasks { than those attempted by other proposals.
Design records for large information systems, formally or informally represented, are bound
to contain millions of facts. If the reader were to accept the thesis that we can develop language
facilities that are expressively adequate for the task at hand, it would still not be possible to
manage e ectively such records due to the lack of suitable knowledge base management systems,
e.g., ones that can manage knowledge bases with O(1M) facts, o ering implementation techniques
for query optimization, concurrency control and recovery. Even though unavailable yet, we believe
that such facilities can and will be built in the next few years and will open the way towards more
systematic, e ective and productive software development technologies. We also believe that the
key to such new technologies is and will continue to be the availability of all relevant knowledge
to human designers.
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